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MENTOR SCHOOL BOARD TO VOTE AGAIN ON BOOK CHALLENGES. 
PARENTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS REQUEST AN APPEAL TO THE 

BOARD AFTER THE SUPERINTENDENT’S RECOMMENDATION TO RETAIN 

CHALLENGED MATERIAL. 
One elementary book and one high school book will be voted on during the upcoming March 12th 

board meeting.  

The first book challenge stemmed from a second grader’s parents whose child brought the book, 
Right Now!: Real Kids Speaking up for Change, home from their elementary school library. The 
book is made available for kindergarten through fifth grade students at a few of the Mentor 
Elementary School libraries. Per the challenge, the parents and 75 other community 
members/parents felt this book was not factual, is ideologically biased, and not age appropriate.  
 
The book introduces readers to different children from around the world and shares their stories 
of activism. The book further encourages children to become activists for a variety of political 
purposes. It talks about immigration laws and the “fear and pain” that they can cause. 
Additionally, Middle Eastern conflict is highlighted with a reference to the Taliban and a young 
girl being shot by authorities.  Greta Thunberg is mentioned along with climate change activism 
and pleads with the reader that, “Our world is dying. Our future is dying.”. The book also 
highlights Jazz Jennings, a transgender activist. The author states, “When she was born, the 
doctors thought she was a boy. (It happens sometimes.) But Jazz is a girl.  Call her she.” This 
statement is treated as fact, which the challengers took issue with. 
 
The second challenge is for a book that resides within the Mentor High School Library, which is 
available for 9-12th graders within the district.  It was filed by a retired Mentor Schools 
Elementary teacher and former school Media Specialist.  The book is called, Empire of Storms 
and depicts multiple sex acts in graphic detail. The previous Mentor teacher has completed 
several book challenges within the past two years. The last challenge in October, was for the 
novel, The Bluest Eye which was sexually explicit and included scenes of rape and child 
molestation. The challenge included over 300 signatures of parents and community members 
supporting the removal of the book.  However, the board decided to agree with the 
superintendent’s decision to retain the book via a 2-2 vote (one member was absent for the 
meeting).  Empire of Storms, is being challenged for similar reasons as The Bluest Eye, as they 
both contain pages that depict sexual activities in graphic detail. 
 
The board will be voting on these two items at the next regular meeting on March 12th, at 7pm in 
Paradigm.  Public commentary on agenda items will be held towards the beginning of the 
meeting while any other public commentary will be entertained at the end of the meeting.  To 
sign up to speak, a form can be filled out online via the board website, or a physical form can be 
filled out prior to the beginning of the meeting by 7pm. 
 
This release is written on behalf of board members Rose Ioppolo and Annie Payne solely and does not 
represent a board statement, nor opinions of other board members.   


